
Human Performance Standard Tools - Individual Contributor Tool Kit  

# Concept Tools What How When

Pre-Job Brief

Deliberate meeting of job participants that 

focuses on everyone's understanding of job 

scope, requirements, hazards, risks and defenses.

Discuss key questions applicable to the job:

*  What will be  accomplished?

*  What needs be avoided (risks)?

*  What are the critical steps?

*  What's the defense (mitigation)?

* Prior to job

* Before ANY activity take place

* Following any significant changes

Post-Job Brief

Method of self assessment conducted after a 

work activity to solicit feedback from participants 

to identify what went well and lessons learned.  

Team discussion on:

*  Work procedures used

*  Hazards encountered

*  Special precautions/deviations

*  What went wrong/errors

* After any job, particularly when it does 

not go according to plan

* When an event occurs

2 Situational Awareness 2-Minute Drill

Final situational check before beginning a task to 

ensure conditions reflect those that are expected 

or were discussed during the pre-job brief and 

that the workers are re-focused on the critical 

aspects of the job.

Stop and verify that actual conditions match those 

discussed during the Pre-Job Brief and other planning 

information. 

* Prior to starting work

* Bridge between Pre-Job Brief and Self 

Checking

3 Self Check STAR

Conscious and deliberate review of intended 

actions and expected results BEFORE performing 

a task. 

Stop: Pause and focus on task at hand

Think: Is this the right thing to do based on my current 

mental model?

Act: Point, Touch and Verbalize prior to execution

Review: Did I achieve the desired results?

* At the beginning of a task

* After being interrupted

* When conditions change

* When the task is completed

3-Way Communication

Set of verbal communication standards and 

specific techniques designed to help us 

communicate clearly and effectively.

1.  Sender initiates the message

2.  Receiver acknowledges message by repeating it back

3.  Sender confirms accuracy of the message by saying 

"correct" or "wrong"

When important verbal information (e.g., 

instructions, equipment operation, 

condition, switching orders) is exchanged 

between people via face-to-face, 

telephone or radio

Phonetic Alphabet

When the only distinguishing difference between 

two component designators is a single letter, then 

the phonetic alphabet form of the letter should 

be substituted for the distinguishing character.

Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel, 

India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, November, Oscar, Papa, 

Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango, Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, 

X-ray, Yankee, Zulu.  

* Communicating alpha-numeric 

information (e.g., phase, channel 

designation)

* Possibility of misunderstanding sound-

alike systems, high noise, poor 

radio/phone reception

Peer Check

Series of actions by two individuals working 

together at the same time and place, before and 

during a specific action, to prevent an error by the 

Performer (i.e., Doer).

1. Performer verbalizes intended actions 

2. Peer verifies actions and verbalizes agreement

3. Performer proceeds with the action. 

4. Peer confirms expected results

Work activities involving critical tasks 

and/or could result in significant 

consequences.

Concurrent Verification

Performer and Verifier independently perform 

Self-Check, then decide together that an action is 

correct and will achieve the intended result 

before the Doer performs any action (Prevent 

Errors).

1. Performer and Verifier mutually agree on the action 

2. Performer self-checks 

3. Verifier separately self-checks

Only proceed if there is agreement  between Performer 

and Verifier

Typically reserved for key components 

where an error could result in significant 

consequences.

Independent Verification

Verifier confirms the condition of equipment, 

document accuracy or calculations required for 

safe operation.  Requires a time and space 

interval between actions of the Performer and the 

Verifier (Detect Errors).

Verifier independently compares condition to guidance 

documents and standards. Independent verification is 

performed after completion of the task.

When an improver component, state or 

document could result in adverse 

consequences if remained undetected.

Job Briefings1

4 Communication

5 Verification
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Place Keeping Techniques

Technique of clearly marking instructional steps in 

a document to indicate completion status of a 

particular step.

Circle/Slash Technique

1.  Circle the step number of bullet 

2.  Place a slash to indicate step is complete

Check marks and initials to sign off blanks can also be 

used

When following written instructions (e.g., 

switching orders).

Procedure Administration

Defined process and expectations for the use, 

adherence, creation and approval of procedures 

based on established classifications.

Follow the requirements of standard procedures  

STOP if there is a question, the procedure is inadequate 

or an unusual situation is identified. Resolve the question 

prior to proceeding

Intelligence compliance vs. blind compliance

Anytime written procedures govern the 

work task.

QVV (Qualify, Validate & Verify)
Questioning attitude technique to determine that 

the course of action is correct.

1. Qualify source of the Information

2. Validate information internally

3. Verify information independently

Anytime things DO NOT seem right!

Stop When Unsure
Stop the work and call a "time out" when unsure 

to obtain the most accurate information.

1. STOP the activity

2. Place the work in a safe condition

3. Contact supervisor 

4. Resolve questions

Anytime things DO NOT seem right!

6 Procedure Use & Adherence

Questioning Attitude7

5 Human Performance Principles 
1.  People are fallible; even the best make mistakes 
 
2. Error-likely situations are predictable, manageable and preventable 
 
3.  Individual behaviors are influenced by organizational processes and values 
 
4.  People achieve high levels of performance based largely on encourgament and reinforcement from leaders,    
     peers and subordinates 
 
5.  Events can be avoided by an understanding of the reasons mistakes occur and application of the lessons       
     learned from past events 
 

Safety Principles 
Personal Accountability  

  Be responsible for your own safety  

  Know and follow safety rules and standards at all times - even when no one is   
     watching 

Active Caring  

  Observe, stop and coach co-workers who are not in compliance or who exhibit at-   
     risk behaviors  

  Take action to ensure the safety of others, and be willing to accept advice 
Hazard Recognition  

  Be aware of your surroundings at all times  

  Take time to actively seek out and mitigate hazards 
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